This paper proposes an approach for using backward error recovery in Ada. We do not discuss advantages and disadvantages of Ada, nor propose new run-time algorithms for Ada, but we try to offer practical method for using backward recovery and software diversity within this language. We believe that Ada has sufficient facilities to allow using software diversity in developing fault-tolerant systems. However, previous researchers have noted problems in attempting to use this possibility, and restrictive rules are necessary to avoid these problems. We consider "conversations" for coordinated backward recovery of concurrent processes and propose: i) a restricted scheme similar to Kim's "concurrent recovery block", but providing for deadlines on the execution of the diverse modules; ii) programming rules for applying this scheme to Ada procedures; and iii) a way for automatically enforcing these rules through a source code pre-processor. Two of the main advantages of this scheme are its functioning within this widely used conventional industrial language and its suitability for real-time systems of an iterative type and with time constraints.
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occurrence of an error in a process inside a conversation requires the roll-back of all and only the processes in the conversation, each to the checkpoint established upon entering the conversation. Conversations may be nested freely, meaning that any subset of the processes involved in a conversation of nesting level i may enter a conversation of nesting level i + 1.
Paper [2] did not specify an implementation or language construct for the conversation scheme. Several proposals have later appeared of language constructs and implementations, differing in the resulting semantics of conversations. All recovery schemes for parallel process systems fall into static and dynamic ones. The former (e.g. the colloquy scheme in [3] , the S-conversation scheme in [4] , four schemes for the language with monitors in [5] or the exchange scheme in [6] ) are based on a static description of the rollback region by means of special language constructs of concurrent programming languages. These schemes always include using software diversity, obtained by developing several alternates and acceptance tests and by executing alternates successively till acceptance tests are satisfied. The operation of the dynamic schemes [7, 8] is transparent for (unplanned by) programmers and relies on processing the information (about the events occurring in processes) that is relevant for determining the rollback region. We are going to consider only the static approach.
Most implementations proposed for the conversation approach [2] , for different languages, propose an extension of conventional concurrent languages. We wanted to find an approach that could be used within the standard Ada language [9] . After considering all known schemes, we chose a restrictive scheme very similar to Kim's concurrent recovery block scheme [5] and, to some degree, to Anderson's and Knight's exchange scheme [6] . The restriction consists in that conversations are only allowed among a set of processes spawned together ( Fig. 2) : a process cannot freely form conversations with arbitrarily chosen other processes in the system. Hence the name "concurrent recovery block": from outside, an alternate is indistinguishable from a sequential block of execution, like an alternate in a sequential recovery block.
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The approach we propose relies on the programs being structured according to special, restrictive rules. To automatically enforce these rules, we propose that programmers use a dialect of Ada (including a few special constructs for building conversations), which can be translated into standard Ada by a simple source code pre-processor.
In the rest of the paper, we describe the structure of our restricted Ada conversations (Section 2), and introduce our dialect in Section 3. In Section 4 we show how a conversation is coded in Ada, and in Section 5 we specify the pre-processor which produces this Ada code from the dialect used by programmers. Section 6 discusses the pros and cons of our proposal, comparisons with other proposals and possible developments.
Conversations in Ada
In our scheme, a fault-tolerant unit of software is an Ada procedure (a similar scheme could be realised for functions), and will be called a "fault tolerant procedure", or ftprocedure. It is built as a set of alternates, each a procedure with the same interface (formal parameters) as the whole ft-procedure. The caller of the subprogram does not need to be aware of either its fault-tolerant implementation or its internal concurrency.
Any concurrency occurs within an alternate, where multiple tasks can be spawned; these tasks communicate, by rendezvous or by data sharing, within the alternate. Different alternates may have different numbers of tasks. An alternate is completed when all of its tasks have terminated. Each task contains "local" acceptance tests, checking variables accessible to that task, and a "global" acceptance test may be specified to be performed after the spawned tasks have terminated but before returning from the fault-tolerant subprogram (i.e., committing the conversation). If any test fails, the next alternate is executed. If all alternates fail, a FAILURE exception is raised. Conversations can be nested, which means that any task can call a subprogram which is in its turn structured as a conversation.
Each task can use two special statements to terminate an alternate: one to signal that the local acceptance test (any check internal to the task) is not satisfied and the other that the 5 task completed correctly. Tasks which do not call either statement are eventually aborted via a time-out. Local acceptance tests do not require any special operator or construct; they may be composed of sub-tests (checking different necessary conditions for correctness) spread out in time along the execution of the alternate to obtain early detection of errors. The specification of the acceptance tests is of course to be decided based on the specification and details of the ft-procedure. However it includes, as a minimum, that all exceptions raised during the execution of an alternate must be treated without propagating outside the ft-procedure; our scheme includes a catch-all handler for this purpose, to abort the alternate upon unforeseen exceptions (this covers the case of a hardware error, if it has been treated properly by the Ada run-time system and caused the raising of the appropriate, standard exception). The treatment of exceptions obviously requires some caution. In each alternate, each task is allowed to have its own handlers for its exceptions and for the FAILURE exceptions arising from its own calls to (nested) ft-procedures: all these are local problems of the given task. If the task fails to process an exception, it will be aborted in due time.
In addition, we introduce a deadline mechanism: the programmer can bound the execution time of each alternate and therefore of the whole conversation. Within the limitations of the timing primitive of the language (the specification of the timed entry call in Ada does not provide for an actual real-time deadline mechanism), the caller of the fault-tolerant subprogram is thus guaranteed to receive either the correct result, or the notification of a failure, by the time the run-time support signals the expiration of the deadline. This is especially important when a task in a conversation uses another, nested conversation, as the duration of the calling task, and hence of the alternate where it belongs, can still be bounded.
We shall specify rules guaranteeing that the fault-tolerant subprogram is side effect-free.
Otherwise, "information smuggling" could not be prevented with an ordinary Ada runtime support. As a bonus, the absence of side-effects also makes a checkpointing mechanism unnecessary.
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Ada dialect for conversations
As explained before, we specify a dialect of Ada, obtained by adding special constructs for conversations and imposing some restrictions on the allowable uses of the standard parts of the language. This dialect is meant to be paired with an appropriate preprocessor, which translates a program written in the dialect into conventional Ada. In Section 4 we will discuss how conversations could be programmed in standard Ada (this will be described as a set of conventions and as a template for programmers to follow) and therefore the peculiarities of our pre-processor (which is then specified in Section 5).
Our dialect has statements similar to those often used in the literature to describe conversation schemes (and especially for concurrent recovery blocks). Ada is a complex, flexible language which gives a designer many choices and opportunities. Our dialect does not preserve all these opportunities because that would mean an extremely complex pre-processor.
Thus, we propose a special way of developing a ft-procedure. The declaration of a ftprocedure should be given as follows (we use bold italic for our new constructs, bold for Ada keywords):
ft_procedure Name( declaration of parameters);
The caller of a ft-procedure can receive either a result in the out parameters or the predefined exception FAILURE raised within this procedure. The latter signals a nontolerated error during the execution of the ft-procedure.
The body of this ft-procedure is specified in our dialect as follows: ... the statement alternate_error is to be executed in a task when it decides that it is not able to complete its execution successfully; its effect is to abort the alternate, similarly to the effect of a time-out expiring.
These last two statements can be used after checking some test (invariant, condition) local for the task or for the set of tasks.
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How to implement conversations in Ada
We now describe the implementation of a conversation in pure Ada, for the time being in the form of a set of conventions for application programmers developing conversations.
This implementation should also be seen, on the other hand, as an output text produced by a pre-processor of the dialect described above. The structure of a ft-procedure is fixed, and consists of calling the alternates successively and checking their acceptance tests, until one alternate passes all tests or alternates are exhausted.
We now list the conventions that our hypothetical application programmer has to follow in order to develop a conversation in Ada using this approach.
The internal structure of an alternate (alternate-procedure), given in the preceding section, is implemented as follows. The alternate consists of a set of tasks, which start when the execution of the alternate body is started. The result of their execution is the set of out parameters of the alternate-procedure. For controlling the execution of the task set in an alternate, an auxiliary task, WATCHDOG, has to be added. This task has a co-ordination role: i) it knows about the deadline assigned (by the programmer) to this alternate and after this deadline it deletes all the other tasks and signals an error; ii) it accepts from the other tasks, through its entry TASK_FAILURE, signals of detected errors in their executions; iii) it accepts from the other tasks (through the TASK_DONE entry) their signals of successful termination: calling TASK_DONE must be the last statement in each of these tasks, after running the local acceptance test. The WATCHDOG task thus waits until all the other tasks have completed successfully, and then terminates.
The WATCHDOG task initiates recovery in two cases: i) not all tasks have called the TASK_DONE entry within the deadline; ii) one of the tasks has called the TASK_FAILURE entry. In these situations the WATCHDOG task aborts all application tasks and signals an error for starting the next alternate. We only use the Ada abort statement in this exceptional case, i.e., when an error has been detected.
Each alternate-procedure must have the same formal parameter list as the ft-procedure, with one additional Boolean parameter, alternatesuccess, for signalling errors detected while executing that alternate. Such errors may be detected in the tasks and explicitly signalled to the WATCHDOG task, or the signalling may consist in raising an exception.
The following set of conventions prevents an alternate-procedure from producing side effects (outside its local state), and thus obviates the need for the run-time support to provide a roll-back operation. The alternate-procedure must be side-effect free, returning all its results through out parameters. So, it must:
have no in out parameters;
have no parameters of type pointer ("access", in Ada terminology); -contain no assignment to global variables external to it; -perform no output operations to files, controlled devices, or the operator; -contain no tasks which rendezvous with tasks outside the alternate-procedure.
If the alternate-procedure calls a procedure from another package, this latter procedure must have no side effects, just as the alternate as a whole (no changes in the global data of any package and no operating with the outer world). All this provided, aborting all tasks in an alternate guarantees no effect of their partial execution on other parts of system. Note that these restrictions amount to a strict adherence to well-known structured programming conventions for working with data and parameters in procedures [10] .
The restrictions imposed by Ada on the modes of parameters cause some further complications. Let us suppose that a programmer wishes to use an out parameter of the ft-procedure as an input to the Test function (as will normally be the case: the Test function is supposed to implement an "acceptance test" on the results of the alternates). This is not allowed by the Ada rules. A seemingly simple solution would be for the preprocessor to transform the declarations (in the ft-procedure) of such parameters from out to in out. This would solve the immediate problem, but would have undesirable consequences: for instance, a cascade of procedure calls which seems legal in the dialect (passing an out parameter along the tree of calls) could become illegal once preprocessed. A better solution, detailed in Section 5, is: the pre-processor creates temporary variables in the body of the ft-procedure for each out parameter that needs to be used as in for the Test function; it uses these as actual parameters when calling the alternate-procedures; and it copies the values of these variables to the corresponding out parameter of the ft-procedure before the latter returns.
Our conversation scheme allows only a "flat" set of tasks as a set of participant processes, in the sense that each alternate-procedure must:
contain no calls to procedures in which an internal task starts (unless such procedures are ft-procedures); -contain no internal tasks declared in the tasks which form the alternate itself.
We want to mention some additional restrictions caused solely by our desire to have a clear syntax for the dialect, a simplified template for the implementation of ft-procedures and a simpler pre-processor. These are: an alternate-procedure must contain no tasks defined as objects of task type, must not execute an allocator to create a new task, and must have null as a procedure body. It is obvious that our general scheme allows more complex alternatives as well.
In the Appendix we give a complete example, written in standard Ada, which demonstrates the use of these conventions and the recommended structure of an application program with conversation.
Pre-processor for Ada dialect with conversations
The purpose of this Section is to give a complete description of the automatic translation provided by the pre-processor. For this purpose we give strict rules of correspondence between the conversational dialect and conventional Ada constructions and discuss peculiarities of the pre-processor which translates a program written in the dialect into the corresponding conventional Ada program. Even without the pre-processing, these rules can help a programmer to write conversations without errors in standard Ada as well, serving as a template or a set of rigorous conventions to follow (we discussed these conventions in details in the previous Section).
For each piece of code in the dialect, in the left column, we give the corresponding piece of Ada code in the right column. The declaration of a ft-procedure should be translated in the following way:
FAILURE: e x c e p t i o n;
procedure Name( declaration of parameters);
We adhere to the following discipline for exception handling and raising in our dialect.
When creating the Ada code, the pre-processor inserts the default catch-all handler (when others =>raise FAILURE) into the ft-procedure body. This catches all exceptions and in its turn raises only the FAILURE exception to be interpreted, by the caller of the ft-procedure, as the notification of an error that could not be tolerated within the ft-procedure.
The body of this ft-procedure must be translated as follows: for those out parameters of the ft-procedure for which a "temporary replica" variable has been created, the latter is passed as an actual parameter to the alternate-procedure instead of the out parameters of the ft-procedure; -the additional parameter alternatesuccess is added; -the function Test given after the word ensure in the Ada dialect is called to check a global test; again, its actual parameters include the "temporary replica"
variables instead of actual out parameters of the ft-procedure; -the exit statement is in this loop after the case statement; it checks alternatesuccess and Test; -before ending the loop, the variable alternate is increased by one; -before successfully completing the execution of the ft-procedure body, the contents of the "temporary replica" variables are copied to the corresponding out parameters of the ft-procedure.
Note that only one ft-procedure can be in a declarative part, because it returns the predefined exception FAILURE; we do not concentrate on this problem but our dialect could be extended to allow several ft-procedures to be declared in one block. This can be solved by complicating the pre-processor to have it declare the FAILURE exception only once, or, in a more complex way, by changing the dialect and giving a developer the opportunity to name this exception.
Each alternate declaration should be translated in the following way: ..
--corresponds to a l t e r n a t e _ e r r o r :
WATCHDOG.TASK_FAILURE;
...
--corresponds to t a s k _ d o n e :
WATCHDOG.TASK_DONE; end T1N; begin null; --Altern1 body end Altern1;
Each alternate written in the dialect is processed in accordance with the following rules:
first, the list of the names of all application tasks declared in the alternate (that is T11, ..., T1N) is collected; -each statement task_done in the bodies of these tasks is translated into the entry call WATCHDOG.TASK_DONE; -each statement alternate_error in the bodies of these tasks is translated into the entry call WATCHDOG.TASK_FAILURE; -the specification and the body of the special WATCHDOG task are created in Ada text after the specifications of the all application tasks: i) the list of all tasks is to be used in abort statement; ii) the simple expression time_out1 given with the standard word within is used in the declaration of the constant TimeConstr; iii) the number of tasks is calculated during pre-processing and put in the constant TaskNumber; iv) the default catch-all handler is inserted into the ft-procedure body.
Note that for added robustness, the pre-processor could insert in the WATCHDOG task a separate TASK_DONE entry for each task: instead of counting the calls, WATCHDOG would mark the successfully completed tasks in an array of BOOLEAN flags.
Discussion and conclusions
We have proposed a detailed implementation of the conversation scheme, in a restricted form, for the Ada language. We first discuss this scheme in terms of its usability and usefulness, without regard for its implementation.
Before comparing it with other realisations of the conversation approach, it is appropriate to consider the possible criticism that our scheme is a very restrictive form of conversation, in particular because a programmer must limit co-ordinated recovery to tasks that are spawned together. We believe that our scheme is a practical and reasonable simplification of the general conversation concept (see the discussion in Section 2). It is difficult to expect that any practical mapping of a general concept and this concept itself would be equivalent. [11] proves this by discussing the problems and the variety of the implementations of conversations. In particular, a practical scheme should take into consideration the peculiarities of the applications for which it is intended, and our scheme does this for real-time applications of an iterative type and with time constraints. So, our purpose was similar to the purpose of [6] , that is, to deliberately simplify the use of conversations and "to take advantages of the natural synchronisation inherent in real time". In this light, we have considered that the need for co-ordinated recovery for a set of co-spawned tasks seems more likely to arise than for unrelated processes, and our proposal deals precisely with such tasks. The design style based on spawning sets of "sibling" tasks (described e.g. by the fork-join, cobegin-coend constructs) is a popular one for concurrent software, and one that is in accordance with principles of structured engineering and information hiding. Its suitability depends on the application area: this paper does not mean to argue in favour of this design style against others, but to offer a recovery method for those applications where this design style is appropriate. Last, we believe that, as argued in [11] , Rather serious problems are known to be involved in introducing the planned backward error recovery schemes into concurrent programming languages (see [11] [5] [12] ).
Those which are most discussed include the possibility of information smuggling, the "capture effect" and the "deserter process" problem whereby a process may block all its intended partners in a conversation by not joining it.
Information smuggling is avoided by our set of programming rules. To avoid accidental violations of these rules, an automatic code inspection tool can be realised. Two considerations apply here. First, there are many ways for an Ada programmer to make a subprogram produce side-effects, so that such a tool may have to be rather complex. It can be made simpler by making the rules stricter than in our description in Section 4, and such restrictions may well be acceptable, for instance, in a software project using a 19 so-called "safe subset" of Ada. Second, such a tool would need to check all the source code in an application: when separately compiled units are incorporated, the tool must re-inspect either their code or some appropriate condensed information previously extracted from it. This would not be a serious problem in projects (like safety-critical projects) where configuration and version control has to be ensured by automatic tools;
for projects where such full source-level inspectability is considered too onerous, it is likely that enforcement of the rules via visual inspection and non-automated administrative procedures will be considered sufficient.
As for the "deserter process" problem, it is solved by the "concurrent recovery block" structure which implies that all tasks automatically take part in the conversation. Tasks failing to complete an alternate are detected via the time-out facility.
The "concurrent recovery block" structure also avoids the "capture effect", which may limit the parallelism in the system. The "capture effect" (so defined in [12] ) occurs if a process needs to enter a conversation just in case it may be required to interact with the participants in that conversation, even during executions when this interaction does not actually take place.
In our scheme, there is no need to develop a checkpointing mechanism. This advantage, and the corresponding limitations to the behaviour of alternate-procedures, are not shared by other implementations of the concurrent recovery block.
We now compare our scheme with others proposed in the literature, starting with the more restrictive schemes which we have taken as our models. Kim's "concurrent recovery block" scheme in [5] is intended for extended Concurrent Pascal and it does not allow a designer to impose deadlines. The exchange scheme in [6] is discussed on a more abstract level and neither the language instantiation nor an opportunity to nest conversations have been proposed.
As correctly pointed out in [12] Ada is an extremely complex language for realising a consistent concept of concurrent backward error recovery which would incorporate all opportunities of the language. The authors of [12] enumerated several problems and 20 unclear situations (process manipulation, shared objects) which prevent the direct use of the conversation concept in Ada. Our approach to solving these problems is in thoroughly specifying a restrictive but powerful enough subset of the language on which a clear conversational semantics can be imposed.
It is here that the main difference between our scheme and the colloquy scheme in [3] lies. The authors of [3] consider that the entire system consists of a set of long-lived processes which can join one "discuss" (alternate in our scheme) but are not necessarily expected to participate in the next one (after a fault has been detected in the previous one). This has obvious advantages of flexibility, but disadvantages in allowing extreme complexity in application design.
The Ada conversation scheme proposed in [13] is based on introducing a service taskthe conversation manager -for every conversation. This task has a special structure; it monitors and synchronises entry to a conversations, execution of alternates and the acceptance test check for all participant processes. This scheme does not allow for deadline constraints, and assumes that the same set of processes takes part in all alternates (in this, our scheme is intermediate between [13] and [3] ). A "deserter process" can stop the operation of the entire system both in the entry to a conversation and in the acceptance test check. Programmers have to develop their own recovery point tools and take care of not only saving, discarding or restoring information but of recovery point nesting as well. We consider it quite restrictive to require that each designer of the participants of any nested conversation knows the level of nesting, and in what outermost conversation this participant is going to take part. This essentially restricts the independent implementation of the parts of the entire system.
Our approach is somewhat similar to the one in [14] , where the conventional Ada language is used for developing atomic actions and for structuring concurrent application software as atomic actions. This approach is used for introducing forward error recovery in communicating tasks (on the basis of a simultaneous spreading of exceptions in all tasks involved in an atomic action).
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In terms of implementation, a disadvantage of our approach could be seen in the need for spawning tasks when each alternate starts. There are two counter-arguments. First, as mentioned above, this is a matter of design style, which should be dictated by the needs of the application. As for the cost, the time overhead of process creation is one of the important characteristics of all modern operating and run time systems; it is decreasing and it is always possible to know this time in advance and to decide whether the scheme proposed can be used. Note also that Ada tasks are normally implemented as lightweight processes.
An important advantage of our approach is that code units to be separately compiled can be separately pre-processed. The declarations of a ft-procedure and of the corresponding alternate-procedures may be spread through separately compiled units.
The cost is of course that a programmer has to repeat small parts of the code to ensure cross-checks and cross-binding between separately compiled units, but the advantage is a simpler, 'local' one-pass pre-processor and having most errors detected by the Ada compiler itself.
Copying into temporary variables those out parameters that are used in the function
Test could be costly for small ft-procedures. However, it may be desirable to extend it to all out parameters, to obtain an "all or nothing" semantics for the ft-procedure: the ftprocedure either terminates returning correct results, or, if it fails with a FAILURE exception, it produces no visible effect.
In conclusion, we hope that our approach is quite natural for Ada programming, where concurrency can be hidden in procedures in a natural way; all tasks (including a service task, WATCHDOG, for their control) can be spawned when the ft-procedure is called; and a natural nesting of procedure calls can be considered, with some restrictions, as a nesting of recovery points.
In terms of possible developments, we notice that our conversation scheme can be quite easily ported to Ada9X [15] because of two reasons: the upward compatibility of the latter with Ada and the new features which simplify the implementation of WATCHDOG task. In particular, a new delay until statement allows one not to re-calculate the deadline time after each call of the TASK_DONE entry and 'Monotonic' time feature allows to use an actual real-time 'delay' semantics.
We think that the main advantage of our scheme is its functioning within a conventional, wide-spread industrial language and we hope that this will allow the practical use of our ideas in the near future.
Appendix: Code for conversation in Ada
We give an example of conversation in Ada, developed as described in Sections 2, 4. Ft- 
